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New York Times bestselling author Julia London has thrilled
readers of historical romance for more than a decade. Now,
together for the first time as an ebook bundle, here are the
novels that launched her captivating career. THE DEVIL’S
LOVE Abigail Carrington sails to England to marry the man
she has loved since childhood. At the altar, Michael Ingram,
Marquis of Darfield, seems a dark, brooding stranger. With
scandal shadowing his past, the Devil of Darfield has agreed
to the marriage only to save his ancestral home. But Abigail’s
charm bedevils him—just as the passion of Michael’s kiss
gives her hope that theirs can be more than a marriage of
convenience. WICKED ANGEL She may be the talk of the
ton, but Alexander Christian, Duke of Sutherland, recognizes
the ravishing Bavarian countess for who she really is: Lauren
Hill, the widowed country girl who captured his heart—despite
his pledge to another woman. Lauren needs to see the man
who haunts her dreams. Alexander wants one night with his
blue-eyed enchantress. They’ll soon discover that forbidden
love is always a scandalous choice.
When love seems impossible… She is on the verge of losing
everything… To save her home and keep her two younger
siblings safe, Louisa Evans must turn to the head of the
family that ruined hers. He needs an heir… The Marquess of
Overlea is starting to show signs of having inherited the same
illness that killed his father and older brother. To prevent the
marquisate from falling into the hands of an unscrupulous
cousin, Overlea must secure an heir before that illness also
claims him. But he is determined not to be the father of that
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heir… Overlea’s plan is simple—marry the practical, yet
desperate, Miss Evans and hold Louisa to her promise to
provide him with an heir. But he waits until after they are
married to tell his wife that he intends to have another man
father that heir. His careful plan becomes complicated by an
almost desperate need to claim Louisa for himself and an
outside threat that proves even more dangerous than his
illness. LOVING THE MARQUESS is book 1 in the Landing a
Lord series.
#1 National Bestselling Regency Romance! He's a rake
accused of murder. She's the spinster accusing him. Enemies
make the hottest lovers. "Readers looking for a good
historical mystery/romance or a historical with a little more
kink will enjoy The Duke Who Knew Too Much." -Smart
Bitches, Trashy Books "Amazing, spicy, entertaining, tense
story, I loved every second." -Rady Reads A Stranger to Love
Alaric McLeod, Duke of Strathaven, is known as the Devil
Duke for his wicked ways. Tormented by his past, Alaric
knows better than to trust a woman yet finds himself
ensnared by a spirited, virtuous virgin—who accuses him of a
crime he didn’t commit. Is she his worst nightmare ... or his
salvation? A Novice to Desire Emma Kent is an independent
country miss cast adrift in the ton. When a depraved
encounter with an arrogant rake lands her in intrigue,
Emma’s honor compels her to do the right thing. But desire
challenges her quest for justice, and she must decide: can
she trust her heart to discover the truth? Bound by Passion
and Peril Alaric and Emma engage in a battle of wits and will.
As their attraction flares, the true enemy stalks their every
move. With danger looming, will they solve the mystery and
find true love before it’s too late? "Has everything that makes
a tale excellent; a headstrong lovely heroine, a damaged too
serious hero, a rowdy bunch of loving family members that
are living and close and then the amazing adventure to peel
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back like an onion to find the many layers of the plot. This
writer to me is in the leagues of Johanna Lindsey, Lisa
Kleypas, Julia Quinn and Amanda Quick.” -Kathie, Amazon
Grace's books feature sizzling hot historical romance, fun and
feel-good happily ever afters, and intriguing mystery and
adventure. This book can be enjoyed as a stand-alone novel
and as a part of Grace's interconnected series. Heart of
Enquiry (The Kents) (hot Regency romance series): Prequel
Novella: The Widow Vanishes (Will & Annabel) #1: The Duke
Who Knew Too Much (Alaric & Emma) #2: M is for Marquess
(Gabriel & Thea) #3: The Lady Who Came in from the Cold
(Marcus & Penny) #4: The Viscount Always Knocks Twice
(Richard & Violet) #5: Never Say Never to an Earl (Sinjin &
Polly) #6: The Gentleman Who Loved Me (Andrew &
Primrose) Game of Dukes (hot Victorian romance series): #1:
The Duke Identity (Harry & Tessa) #2: Enter the Duke
(Ransom & Maggie) #3: Regarding the Duke (Garrity &
Gabby) #4: The Duke Redemption (Wickham & Beatrice) #5:
The Return of the Duke (Knighton & Fancy) #6: Steamy
Winter Wishes: A Hot Historical Romance Short Story
(featuring characters from all of Grace's series) Lady
Charlotte's Society of Angels (hot Victorian romance series):
#1: Olivia and the Masked Duke (Olivia & Ben) #2: PIppa and
the Prince of Secrets (Pippa & Cull, Preorder for Sept 2021)
Mayhem in Mayfair (hot Regency romance series): #1: Her
Husband's Harlot (Helena & Nicholas) #2: Her Wanton Wager
(Percy & Gavin) #3: Her Protector's Pleasure (Marianne &
Ambrose) #4: Her Prodigal Passion (Charity & Paul)
Keywords: duke, rake, lord, aristocracy, virgin, heroine,
spinster, wallflower, bluestocking, historical mystery,
suspense, detective agency, female sleuth, Scottish, regency,
Victorian, romance, family saga, series, tortured hero,
romantic comedy, enemies to lovers
This adventurous duke...has met his match The Duke of
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Marchford requires a suitable bride, but catching spies for the
Foreign Office takes up most of his time. Not wanting to face
another London season as an eligible man, he employs the
notorious Madame X to find him a match. Miss Penelope
Rose knows the rules of marriage among members of the ton
better than most. Her own unsuccessful attempts at
matrimony did not stop her from becoming London's most
exclusive matchmaker. Marchford proves to be a difficult
client, but as he draws on her social expertise to help him
flush out a dangerous traitor, they find that falling in love may
be the riskiest adventure of all. Marriage Mart Series: A
Wedding in Springtime (Book 1) A Midsummer Bride (Book 2)
A Winter Wedding (Book 3) Praise for Amanda Forester:
"This entertaining novel is a diamond of the first order...the
clever combination of wit, romance, and suspense strikes all
the right notes."-Booklist, on A Wedding in Springtime
"Elegant writing...beautifully written dialogue and attention to
detail. Enthusiasts of historical romance will undoubtedly
enjoy this."-Long and Short of It Reviews, on The
Highlander's Heart
Regency set Historical fiction and romance
Get 32,000+ words of hot historical romance adventures in
this exciting new collection and get four books for the price of
one! A STEAMY ROMANCE COLLECTION IS INCLUDED
INSIDE FOR A LIMITED TIME! In this collection you will find:
Marrying Her Highland Enemy Duel The Dowager's Son
Winning the Duke's Heart Download this collection now and
spice up your Kindle with these hot historical romance reads.
WARNING: This ebook contains mature themes and
language, intended for 18+ readers only.
"Dash it, Miss Forrester, what are you doing up here?" The
Earl of Hartwick delights in scandalizing the ton with his
behavior. But it's his turn to be scandalized when, on an
escapade, he bumps into Miss Sarah Forrester—in the rain, at
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night, on a rooftop! Sarah is hunting for a diamond, and the
last thing she needs is the infuriating Hart distracting her. But
he's looking for the jewel, too! They may be rivals, but the
sparks between them are uncontrollable. And soon Sarah
finds herself longing for another treasure—becoming Hart's
countess!
An annotated bibliography covering the best in historical
fiction set all around the world
Discover Historical romance stories from Harlequin®
Historical, Love Inspired® Historical, and HQN Books. This
free sampler includes three excerpts that will take you back to
a different era and show you love is timeless. A Scandalous
Proposal by Kasey Michaels (HQN Books) The drama of
London's Little Season continues in this vibrant new series by
USA TODAY bestselling author Kasey Michaels, featuring
three courageous war heroes surrendering at last to love…
Who would have thought a man could tire of being fawned
over and flirted with? Ever since Cooper Townsend returned
from France as a hero with a new title, he has been
relentlessly pursued by every marriageable miss in London.
Perhaps that's why the unconventional Miss Daniella Foster
is so appealing. She doesn't simper or flatter. She only wants
him to help unmask her sister's blackmailer, and Coop has
never been so intrigued… Let every other woman in London
fight over His Lordship's romantic attentions. Marriage is the
last thing on Dany's mind…at least until she samples his illicit
kisses. Now, as a mutual enemy races to ruin Coop's
reputation and Dany's family name, an engagement of
convenience will spark an unlikely passion that might save
them both. The Widow and the Sheikh by Marguerite Kaye
(Harlequin Historical) Rescued by the sheikh! Abandoned in
the desert, Julia Trevelyan finds herself at the mercy of
Azhar, an imposing yet impossibly handsome Arabian
merchant. Determined not to be intimidated by her rescuer—or
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their sizzling attraction!—she asks for his help… But Prince
Azhar is in fact the rightful heir to the Qaryma throne,
returned from exile to take back his inheritance! He knows a
dalliance with the enticing English adventuress is out of the
question, yet he can't deny the temptation to claim both his
throne…and Julia! Want Ad Wedding by Cheryl St. John (Love
Inspired Historical) Second Chance Bride When Daniel
Gardner convinced the residents of his Kansas boomtown to
advertise for mail-order brides, he never expected the woman
he once loved to respond. But Leah Swann steps off the bride
train…pregnant and widowed and in need of a husband.
Drawn to protect his fragile childhood friend, Daniel proposes
a marriage of convenience. Seeing her onetime best friend
waiting to meet the bride train is a wonderful shock for Leah.
After her first rocky marriage, a practical partnership with
Daniel sounds perfect—as long as her heart doesn't get
involved. But when she starts to fall for her husband, will her
plans of a fresh start be ruined…or is a real marriage to Daniel
exactly what she needs? Cowboy Creek: Bringing mail-order
brides, and new beginnings, to a Kansas boomtown.
"Reading Georgette Heyer is the next best thing to reading
Jane Austen."—Publishers Weekly A missing twin Something
is very wrong, and the Honourable Christopher "Kit" Fancot
can sense it. Kit returns to London on leave from the
diplomatic service to find that his twin brother Evelyn has
disappeared and his extravagant mother's debts have
mounted alarmingly. A quick-minded heiress The Fancot
family's fortunes are riding on Evelyn's marriage to the selfpossessed Cressy Stavely, and her formidable grandmother's
approval of the match. If Evelyn fails to meet the Dowager
Lady Stavely in a few days as planned, the betrothal could be
off. A fortune in the balance When the incorrigible Lady
Fancot persuades her son to impersonate his twin (just for
one night, she promises) the masquerade sets off a tangled
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sequence of events that engage Kit's heart far more deeply
than he'd ever anticipated with his brother's fiancée-who
might know much more about what's going on than she cares
to reveal... "A writer of great wit and style... I've read her
books to ragged shreds." —Kate Fenton, Daily Telegraph
Georgette Heyer (1902 1974) wrote over fifty novels,
including Regency romances, mysteries, and historical fiction.
She was known as the Queen of Regency romance, and was
legendary for her research, historical accuracy, and her
extraordinary plots and characterizations.
If the truth comes out… …there will be scandal! In this Those
Scandalous Stricklands story, Hope Strickland must find the
lost items of her family’s estate. Mysterious Gregory Drake,
expert at fixing the problems of the aristocracy, is hired to
help. As they embark on the search, Hope finds herself drawn
to the handsome stranger. He may not be a gentleman, but
Hope’s tempted to put aside her marriage prospects for a
forbidden night—in Gregory’s bed! Those Scandalous
Stricklands miniseries Book 1 — A Kiss Away From Scandal
Look out for the next book, coming soon! “Readers will enjoy
the strong characters, swift pace, lively wit and the wickedly
fun escapades that stubborn lovers can get into” — RT Book
Reviews on “Her Christmas Temptation” in Regency
Christmas Wishes “Merrill pens another winner” — RT Book
Reviews on The Wedding Game
Uncovered: a list of noblemen's names—each one guilty of
treason To save his family legacy, Rafe Densmore must seize
a courtesan's infamous register. No one can ever know how
his father betrayed his country! One person stands in Rafe's
way—the beautiful Cornelia, Comtesse de Vane. In the card
rooms of Paris, Rafe and Cornelia made an
unbeatable…intimate team. Until, convinced of Rafe's
desertion, desperate Cornelia married an elderly comte. Now,
returning to London an impoverished widow, she'll do
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anything to possess the register. Even if that means
becoming Rafe's partner once again…. "Lee's novel hits the
sweet spot." —RT Book Reviews on Engagement of
Convenience

While being attacked by a pair of thieves,
noblewoman Lexie is saved in the nick of time by the
Marquess of Stormaston, who proceeds to steal a
kiss from the young dowager as a reward. Shortly
after, Lexie learns that, though dashing he may be,
the marquess is reputed among the aristocracy to be
a relentless womanizer. When they next meet at a
masquerade ball, Lexie approaches him with
cautious attraction. However, that very caution is
thrown to the wind when she challenges him to a
horse race and promises to become his mistress if
she loses…
The scandal of the season! For American Katrina
Vandenberg, the rules of London society are stifling.
So, when a rare moment of solitude at a particularly
tedious ball is interrupted, she's disappointed…until
she lays eyes on a very handsome stranger! Julian
Carlisle, Duke of Lyonsdale, is destined for a dull
marriage of convenience, and Katrina couldn't be
further from the docile, blue-blooded bride he needs.
An affair would be scandalous, but could there be a
way for this highly unsuitable woman to become
Julian's perfect duchess after all? Secret Lives of the
Ton What Society doesn't know…
Having been left a rich young widow, Madelaine,
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Dowager Countess of Trent, was the target of
fortune-hunters. In desperation she visited
Pengarron in Cornwall. She felt instantly at home,
but was amazed to find herself attracted to her
neighbour's steward, Gabriel Carew.
A clever and witty historical romance. Eleanor and
Beatrice dream of love matches but the Dowager
insists romantic love is for housemaids, not for the
Graceover women. Beatrice, despatched to London
at the Dowager's behest to look over the current crop
of eligible bachelors, is unimpressed by the frivolities
of the season, while the beautiful and headstrong
Eleanor is up to mischief of her own which is
guaranteed to earn the disapproval of her
grandmother. Will her secret be discovered? After a
desperate struggle in the potting shed at midnight,
not only does love triumph but the Dowager is not
displeased.
Louisa Drayton has hit upon the perfect plan to save
her brother's only child from being given to a wealthy
and lecherous Viscount to pay her Mama's debts.
She will masquerade as her elderly aunt, the
Dowager Duchess of Roth. Plagued by fortune
hunters and a whining Marquess, Louisa is young,
wealthy, and unmarried. A terrible burden that she
fears will hamper Beth's efforts. With her father lost
during the war, Beth has no one to champion her but
Louisa. Louisa launches Beth into society with the
help of her aunt's friends in the ton. But there are two
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wild cards that she does not count upon. Lord Devon
Stanton, who steals her heart and a wily thief after a
treasure he believes she possesses.
Named a most anticipated romance by Oprah Daily,
Marie Claire, BuzzFeed, PopSugar, and more! The
author of the “hilarious...joyful, elegant” (Publishers
Weekly, starred review) To Have and to Hoax
returns with an effervescent, charming, and swoonworthy novel about a man and woman who never
agree on anything—until they agree to a no-stringsattached affair in this Regency-era romp. The
widowed Diana, Lady Templeton and Jeremy,
Marquess of Willingham are infamous among
English high society as much for their sharp-tongued
bickering as their flirtation. One evening, an
argument at a ball turns into a serious wager:
Jeremy will marry within the year or Diana will forfeit
one hundred pounds. So shortly after, just before a
fortnight-long house party at Elderwild, Jeremy’s
country estate, Diana is shocked when Jeremy
appears at her home with a very different kind of
proposition. After his latest mistress unfavorably
criticized his skills in the bedroom, Jeremy is looking
for reassurance, so he has gone to the only woman
he trusts to be totally truthful. He suggests that they
embark on a brief affair while at the house
party—Jeremy can receive an honest critique of his
bedroom skills and widowed Diana can use the
gossip to signal to other gentlemen that she is
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interested in taking a lover. Diana thinks taking him
up on his counter-proposal can only help her win her
wager. With her in the bedroom and Jeremy’s
marriage-minded grandmother, the formidable
Dowager Marchioness of Willingham, helping to find
suitable matches among the eligible ladies at
Elderwild, Diana is confident her victory is assured.
But while they’re focused on winning wagers, they
stand to lose their own hearts. With Martha Waters’s
signature “cheeky charm and wonderfully wry wit”
(Booklist, starred review), To Love and to Loathe is
another clever and delightful historical rom-com that
is perfect for fans of Christina Lauren and Evie
Dunmore.
The Youngest DowagerThe Dowager CountessThe
Saga of Wolfbridge Manor, Book Two
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed
in our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work.This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
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of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support
of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
"Readers who crave both a classic Regency and a
shadowy paranormal will sink their teeth into Ann's
tale, with its engaging characters and light
touches."—RT Book Reviews First in a witty, sexy
paranormal Regency romance series, England's
"vampire craze" is causing much vexation for the
Lord Vampire of London, Ian Ashton. To save his
reputation, Ian enlists aspiring authoress Angelica
Winthrop, who has hidden plans of her own. Dr.
John Polidori's tale "The Vampyre" burst upon the
Regency scene along with Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein after that notorious weekend spent
writing ghost stories with Lord Byron. A vampire
craze broke out instantly in the haut ton. Now Ian
Ashton, the Lord Vampire of London, has to attend
tedious balls, linger in front of mirrors, and eat lots of
garlic in an attempt to quell the gossip. If that weren't
annoying enough, his neighbor, Angelica Winthrop,
has literary aspirations of her own and is sneaking
into his house at night just to see what she can find.
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Hungry, tired, and fed up, Ian is in no mood to humor
his beautiful intruder... Scandals with Bite series:
Bite Me, Your Grace (Book 1) One Bite Per Night
(Book 2) Bite at First Sight (Book 3) Praise for
Brooklyn Ann: "Breezy and entertaining."
—Publishers Weekly "Unique...a delightful way to
spend an afternoon." —Long and Short Reviews
DOWNLOAD FOR FREE WITH KINDLE
UNLIMITED Elizabeth Barnes is fond of her job as a
seamstress to the ladies and gentlemen of London's
Society. She is highly respected, but doesn't
overstep the mark. Elizabeth knows her place.
Thinking beyond her position is not wise or
acceptable. But that all turns on its head when she
meets Stephen Mulliss, the Earl of Lincoln. He's a
reclusive, introverted man but there is something
endearing about him that Elizabeth finds herself
drawn to. Lincoln, as an eligible bachelor, is pushed
towards marriage by his mother, the dowager
countess. Lincoln resists and has no intention of
marrying until he meets Elizabeth. Just a few
moments in her company and he realizes his perfect
countess is right before him. Will he and Elizabeth
overlook their social differences and disregard
protocol to pursue their happiness? Easier said than
done. "The Earl's Christmas Blessing" and all Grace
Fletcher's novellas are clean, wholesome Regency
Historical Romances.
Presents a comprehensive guide for librarians and
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readers' advisors, provides a brief history of the
romance novel, and offers reading lists and
subgenre definitions.
Just who is Lady Deborah? I am the Dowager
Countess of Kinsail, and I have enough secrets to
scandalize you for life. I will never reveal the truth of
my soul-destroying marriage—some things are too
dark to be told. But at least no one can guess that I,
a famously icy-hearted widow, am also the
authoress of the shamelessly voluptuous romances
currently shocking the ton! Only now I have a new
secret identity, one that I will risk my life to
keep—accomplice to Elliot Marchmont, gentleman, exsoldier and notorious London thief. This adventurer's
expert touch ignites in me a passion so intoxicating
that surviving our blistering affair unscathed will be
near impossible….
Excerpt from The Dowager of Jerusalem a Romance in Four
Acts About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more
at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-theart technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such
as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
England, 1817. David Worthington, Duke of Penrose dislikes
Miss Meredith Chambers, the governess who accompanied
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his new wards to his home. He might be able to overlook the
fact that she is an American, but her lack of propriety is a
poor influence on the two girls in his charge. He especially
detests his attraction to the insufferable woman, and is
anxious for her replacement to arrive. Despondent over
having to leave her charges to the mercy of the overbearing
Duke of Penrose, Merry is thrilled when the Dowager
Duchess hires her as a companion. Now she can stay with
her beloved charges. But can she ignore how her heart
thumps when the pompous duke gets close? Two people
determined to ignore each other, despite the pull between
them, and the sparks that fly whenever they're together. ****
Callie Hutton has written more than 25 books. For a complete
listing, go to www.calliehutton.com/books More Regency
romance from Callie Hutton: Marriage Mart Mayhem Series
Lords & Ladies in Love Series Keywords: Regency romance,
historical romance, holiday romance, Christmas romance,
governess, Regency England, Victorian romance
Sometimes love happens when you least expect it… She's
loved him for years... Charlotte Grant can't remember a time
when she didn't love her best friend's older brother. He's
never noticed her... The Duke of Clarington hadn't spared a
thought for his sister's friend in years. Their situations are
about to be reversed... It is the beginning of a new Season
and Clarington intends to stay away from all the young ladies
and eager mamas hoping to ensnare a duke. But that plan
falls into tatters when his mother sponsors his sister's friend
and enlists him to dance with her at Almack's. The beautiful
vixen he meets that night bears little resemblance to the shy,
gangly girl who used to follow him around. Now, instead of
avoiding Charlotte, he finds himself frustrated when she
seems to notice everyone but him. DANCING WITH THE
DUKE is a standalone prequel novella to the LANDING A
LORD a Lord series.
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Get 16,000+ words of hot Historical Regency romance
adventures in this exciting new collection and get two books
for the price of one! A STEAMY ROMANCE COLLECTION IS
INCLUDED INSIDE FOR A LIMITED TIME! In this collection
you will find: The Dowager's Son Winning the Duke's Heart
Download this collection now and spice up your Kindle with
these hot Historical Regency romance reads. WARNING:
This ebook contains mature themes and language, intended
for 18+ readers only.
She’s played Cupid for others Now she’s met her own
unlikely match! Part of The Sommersby Brides. Widowed
society matchmaker Mrs. Clara Sommersby thinks self-made
businessman William Lane is just the man for her neighbor’s
overlooked daughter. He’s successful and confident, if
emotionally distant, until suddenly—shockingly—his attention
turns to Clara herself! She thought her days of romance were
over, but is this younger man intent on giving her a second
chance? The Sommersby Brides miniseries Book 1 — One
Week to Wed Book 2 — “One Night Under the Mistletoe” in
Convenient Christmas Brides Book 3 — His Three-Day
Duchess Book 4 — Mrs Sommersby’s Second Chance “A
wonderfully romantic story all about second chances and
finding true love … It’s charming and heart-warming, the
writing is as perfect as ever” — Chicks, Rogues and Scandals
on His Three-Day Duchess “Laurie Benson has created an
enthralling story with her wonderful descriptions filled with
humor and tender emotions” — Goodreads on His Three-Day
Duchess
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